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About This Game

Win That War! is a massive scale real-time strategy game, putting thousands of players at the heart of a single campaign of
fierce galactic conquest. Discover new planets. Develop your arsenal. Strive to be the best to extend the domination of your

corporation.

Year 1023 of the Galactic Era, bold explorers discover a new planetary system. The presence of extremely rare resources on these
untapped stars is quickly confirmed, immediately prompting the greatest economic powers of the Galaxy to dispatch their envoys in

order to take control.

The heart of the Win That War! experience lies in a massively multiplayer online campaign, in which opposing factions wage
merciless war to conquer territories at planetary scale. You start as a low-ranking, underachieving employee in a major

corporation trying to expand its industrial empire. As of now, nearly all industrial production means in the galaxy are owned by
those three economical super-powers with divergent goals, serving incompatible ideals.
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You’re now one of them:

Collect intelligence to prepare your strategy,

Earn and trade resources to enrich yourself and develop your upgrade tree,

Defeat your enemy and expand the domination of your faction over the entire planet,

Switch to the next planet!
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Title: Win That War!
Genre: Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Insane Unity, Bidaj
Publisher:
Bidaj
Release Date: 7 Apr, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows (64bits only) 7 / 8 / 8.1 / 10

Processor: Core i3 5th generation / i5 3nd generation

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 10 dedicated GPU

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: 5.1 support available

Additional Notes: UHD support available

English,French
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i like puzzley-type games. Donut County did a fun job of showing, not telling. You discern the puzzle, then solve it through trial
and error.

short playtime but felt just right for a weekend morning binge.

Lots of dialogue, not necessarily my thing, but it was instilled with humor and froth. overall really pleasant game and I hope to
go back and nab some achievements.. Game is fun but need to have friends to play with you. Playing solo with strangers is very
fustrating... The intro was promising because it set a very good atmosphere but after that the game is littered with puzzle game
clic\u00e9s and puzzles with in my opinion little entertainment falue to them. the tutorial was very bad and for many of the
actions you needed to do, the button to perform them was missing luckily i could find them in the options but in some situations
you needed to perform actions that existed out of multiple separated actions but that wasn't explained at all not even in the
options menu. I spend over five minutes figuring that stuff out. The level design of some of the rooms left much space to place
elevators and other time wasting nonsense in the middle of a room and many of the elevators and doors wouldn't do anything
until you just waited a time while standing right before or on them or until you would walk away and return to them which took
about a quarter of my playing time.. Quality art, some decent puzzles, and some nice dialogue.
Even though the voice actor for horace sounds like he's recording inside of an echo chamber.

Can't go wrong with buying an xgen game.

7/10. It is a really solid game, with some great puzzles, interesting design and not so good combat. This mini planet level design
caught my eyes immediately after I saw the first picture from the game. I think this is a creative design, which adds a unique
flavor to the game. The puzzles were great to. Not too hard and not too easy. It just feels rewarding when you figure them out.
The only thing I didin't liked in this game was the combat. I don't know why, but it just feels repetitive and sometimes even
boring after all.
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This has like 4 decisions...It's mostly match up games and overtly long transitions screens showing me the boat. I was half
expecting an advert to pop up about the actual cruise. Also you have like two date options. I dont think you can end up with
luke.. Not going to lie, I downloaded the demo because this looked like a great game to make fun of. Well the jokes on me I had
a lot of fun playing so I bought it and now I'm hooked.. For 99 cents this game wasn't terrible but there wasnt really much to go
on as far as story went not to mention most of the time this game had me searching for a part I couldn't find. But all in all the
game wasn't half bad I have played worse games for a higher price than this.. Extremely boring. I don't know what to say, I
mean the game is cheap. But there is almost nothing to do. The dungeon is bare, and the combat, swinging a sword in VR is not
even connected to your hand, but merely an automatic animation whenever you click. I have not found ANY way to alter any
settings either. There was just nothing to pull me to play further.. If your thinking of picking this up or already have it, I would
reccomend the older title "Fragile Aligance" (wich is a fathful remake of the very old Amiga game K2240) whos graphics have
aged very well even if the interface is somewhat clunky. dose everything this game has tried to do, but did it better years before
and for cheeper

https://store.steampowered.com/app/383100/Fragile_Allegiance/. very fun arcade style game 8.5\/10. *UPDATE! I have finally
finished the game and am so happy it twas not lame bunny! (MY awful attempt at Bunny humor lol! :D Most games I won't even
bother going through again for other endings and extras but with this game it was worth it! Lot's of hidden gems in this game
(literally!) lol! The Side Story and Epilogue had me rolling on the floor laughing! I just really love these characters so much!!!
^.^ I got about 6hrs of play from doing basically everything (besides a achievement or two) and for me it was definitely worth
the money! Can't wait for the next Route to come out! <3 <3 <3

The story is predictable, but i really enjoyed how fluffy and sweet it was. I usually enjoy really complicated visual novels with
lots of twist and turns and extremely deep storylines. This though was a very simple story which was actually a nice break. I was
able to just relax and laugh at all the silly characters and their antics. All the characters are a lot of fun and I've really been
enjoying my time in their lively circus world. Also adding to the enjoyment:

  -The art is so bright and lovely to look at. There is a lot of attention to detail with all the cute little cat items throughout the
game. I also liked the changes to the circus throughout the seasons.

  -The characters have their own little quirks and personalities which makes it a lot of fun getting to know them and
I can't wait till i can get the chance to romance them all!

  -The music is really pleasant as well. My favorite was the acoustic song "under the stars" it is such a nice relaxing song.

  -The expressions on the characters are super cute, funny and change quite a bit as they talk.

  -The character designs are really incredible too! The characters are adorable in their animal forms and the ones i got the
chance to see in their human forms were super hot! Clena has a very unique look to her too and everyone had awesome clothing
designs and hair ect. Just really nice details and outfits in general, especially owl! I LOVE his outfit, that hat!! :D

  -CGs are beautiful! So much colors and detail i've been trying to figure out how to do a screenshot because I want to use them
for my computer's wallpaper backgrounds!

  -The dialogue is absolutely hilarious. I smiled throughout this whole game. It's cheesy in the best way possible and i really
enjoyed reading this as a way to relax and laugh after a long day.

All in all this game was even better than i imagined and I am so glad I gave it a chance.

P.S. Kad is just the most lovable cat character ever! I want a plushie of him (in cat form....well maybe human form too lol!) I
wasn't sure about him in the beginning but as he opened up his character became a lot more interesting and so sweet. I couldn't
stop blushing! <3 <3 <3
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